EMISSIONS COMPENSATION

Since these greenhouse gases do
their harm globally, they can be
offset by carbon projects elsewhere.
Emitters can buy certificates from
those projects to compensate their
own calculated emissions.
” Opportunities
are like sunrises.
Wait to long
and you miss them.”
Joan Lundern

To this end emissions certificates can
be bought and then surrendered,
making individual products or services, business activities or even whole
companies climate neutral.
FutureCamp supports you in the
development and implementation of
your compensation strategy.

The path to climate neutrality
by emissions compensation
Define goals and the system extent
Calculate emissions
(Carbon Footprint)
Identify internal emissions
reduction potentials
review goals

The best way to protect the climate
is to avoid greenhouse gas emissions
altogether. Unfortunately, this is not
always possible or financially viable.

Exploit internal
reduction possibilities
Compensate
unavoidable emissions
Internal and external communication
of climate protection measures
Climate neutral companies,
products, activities …
Source: FutureCamp

FutureCamp –
an experienced partner
FutureCamp has been active in the
German market since 2001 und is
among the first service providers
committed to carbon footprinting and
offsetting. We would be happy to support you in these new tasks with our
extensive experience and professional
expertise.

Services: Climate Neutrality by Emissions Compensation

We support you to select the suitable climate protection project.

Your benefits
	Building new customer potential
	Creating new customer retention
instruments
	Associating your company, trademark or product with your commitment to climate protection measures
	Competitive advantage
	Positive communication with
stakeholders

Selected references
Compensation or climate
strategy
	erdgas schwaben
	State administration of BadenWuerttemberg, Hesse and
Thuringia
Union Investment Group
	Uniper
Climate neutral company

Our services

	Enovos Deutschland

Developing individual
compensation strategies
	Compiling an inventory (carbon
footprinting)
	Identifying the internal emissions
reduction potentials and exploitation
possibilities
	Integration of measure(s) in a
compensation strategy
	Benchmarking

	Ampeg

Support in compensation
and marketing strategy
	Determination of individual criteria
for project selection
	Research and selection of suitable
emissions reduction projects (e.g.
Gold Standard, CDM, VCS)
	Procuring the requisite amount of
emissions credits (certificates)
	Monitoring emissions on a regular
basis and surrendering the required
number of certificates
	Communicating your measures
publicly

Climate neutral products
	BSEnergy
Energie Südbayern
	Enovos Deutschland
RhönEnergie Fulda
	Wingas
Climate neutral events or
trade shows
Allianz
	AMG Driving Academy
Euroforum
	E-World energy & water
UniCredit Group
IFAT
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Keeping the climate balance with emissions compensation
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